–pê feijó–The Architecture
of a Secret: An Inquisitorial
Machine in the Works–

– to Simon Schaffer,
sharer of secrets–

The façade
It was an imposing building, of impressive dimensions, of arresting sight. To be in its presence was to be in the presence of formidable power, in the presence of sovereignty.
It was an imposing building, as lofty as glorious. Flanked by two
towers, the facade ran nine windows long and rose four floors up.
With the city’s life unfolding before its eyes, unfolding both as its
audience and as its spectacle, the edifice looked down on the central
square, Rossio. In an age of new worlds, it faced South, towards
the harbor where ships from all over the world arrived to one of europe’s most important capitals, where ships that had plowed oceans
1
and peoples arrived to Lisboa.
It was an imposing building, and a magnanimous one. Damião de
Góis, celebrated humanist, named it one of the city’s seven grandiose
buildings, “verily grandiose, worthy of being seen for its admirable
2
architecture.” Frei Nicolau de Oliveira mentioned its “very sumptu3
ous and exuberant edifices” in his Book on the Greatnesses of Lisbon.
And Frei António Brandão, who, as the Crown’s chronicler, authored
two volumes of the famous Monarchia Lusitana, listed it as the third
4
most important and grandiose among the capital’s buildings.
Palácio dos Estaus was built by the middle of the 15th Century,
when, from trafficking knowledges, gems, spices, slaves and other
fungibles, the Kingdom of Portugal found itself at the pinnacle of its
wealth. Given the increasingly frequent stays by the Royal Courts,
which consolidated Lisbon as the capital of the realm, Estaus was
built for the purpose of accommodation. It also served as lodging
for other kingdoms’ signatories and diplomats—its construction was
an assertive attempt to relax the strain on a population that, obliged
to host every noble visitor, was stolen, abused, raped, worn out. A
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century was enough, however, to give the Palace a radically different purpose. It became the center of a recently morphed power that
was to rule the faithful lives of its city with a meticulousness seldom
witnessed before in this kingdom. What’s more, it was made home
to an all-encompassing juridical machine responsible for overseeing
the tasks of a worldwide colonial enterprise that promised massacre
and retribution as much as the absolution of moral righteousness.
In 1570, Estaus became the Lisbon headquarters of the Portuguese
5
Inquisition, the edified core of a faithful, imposing authority.
It was, after all, an imposing building. In portugal, the Inquisition was born as the offspring of two conflicts. On the one hand,
the persistence of Judaism was a motive of consternation between
the iberian Crowns; the exodus forced by the Spanish Inquisition
had had positive economic consequences useful for a neighboring
Kingdom undergoing tremendous expansion. On the other hand,
eyes were quickly turning to the boreal threat: Protestantism as
the menace to Catholic hegemony. Between two Crowns and two
Churches, the Inquisition was directed by means of a papal edict.
In the month of May of the year of Our Lord 1536, the Vatican published the bull Cum ad nihil magis, granting the right for the erection
of a Court responsible for overseeing the strength of the Christian
6
Faith and those who went against it.
As an institution seeking to assert its sovereignty amidst such
tensions, the Inquisition depended on the grandiosity of its presentation—of its façade—to make known the similar grandiosity of
its authority, and that of its aims and pretensions. Thus, no secret
was—nor has been—made of the performative affects and effects of
the inquisitorial autos-de-fé, those populous events, those tremendous fires, those long processions of shame and purification which
saved souls at the cost of flesh, which by written and spoken word
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concretized sins so as to absolve them, which announced the Glory
of Our Faith through the self-evidence of its spectacular power. Nor
was a secret made of the Iberian Inquisitions’ motto, Rise, Oh Lord,
and Adjudicate your Cause, engraved in their shields around Christ’s
Cross; a motto promising, on the one side, the forgiveness reserved
for the guiltless and repentant—the branch of the olive tree—and,
on the other, the ruthless and merciless justice of the Catholic
sword. [See pê feijó, figure 1, p v.] The Inquisition presented itself
in all its might, its imparting visuality, its mesmerizing publicity.
What better way to ground the young institution’s claim to embody
sovereign power, to satisfy its need for recognition as a new juridical authority, and to assert its independence from the Crown, than
to make sure its presence did not go unremarked, than to invest in
the public and publicized nature of its punishments as well as of its
absolutions, than to make itself loud and intelligible.
Loud and intelligible marks also, ipsis verbis, the curious proclamation
of the Portuguese Inquisition. A few months after the papal bull, the
first Monitório de Fé was published; this was the edict that publicly
set in motion the inquisitorial apparatuses. The monitório justified
the Inquisition, and presented clearly its mission, its messengers,
and its heretics, as well as the enumerated ways in which they were
to be identified. It avoided ambiguity and incomprehensibility. It
functioned, from the beginning, as an instruction manual for those
denouncing heresy. Its brutality lays precisely in its juridical character. As on the level of its writing, this edict was also emphatically
transparent on the level of its deliverance. It was a document designed to be publicly announced in the presence of the Inquisitors,
the Cardinal-Infante, the King himself, as well as “the people of the
city of Évora,” and to be read, as it was, “from the top of a pulpit,
7
[…] in a loud and intelligible voice, all de verbo ad verbum.”
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The monitório presented itself as self-evident, as self-contained,
with no need for further explanation, and insisted on a language
as intensively neutral as possible, so as to avoid the weight of partisanship. It was legislative. One might assume that, together with
the papal bull, the document was read publicly by the Inquisitor
Mor, appointed in the edicts; or by a notable clergyman, rightful
representative of the Church; or by the King, Lord of the Lands,
Head of the Kingdom, embodiment of Power. But it was not so. The
lucidity of a sovereign is no light burden. How does an authority
proclaim itself, how can an authority be? How can it demonstrate
the legitimacy it grants itself? In other words: how can sovereignty
be loud and intelligible? The proclamation of the monitório was to
be an act invested with such unbiased rigor, that it could only have
been performed by the voice of one who is always outside of the narrative, who predominantly talks in the third person, who is but pure
medium, who redacts rather than writes, whose presence is more
technical than personal, who is more an instrument than an agent.
It was the appointed notary, the same appointed notary whose name
in the end of each document was a matter of bureaucracy rather
than authorship, the same appointed notary who redacted these
documents, that now read them in front of a full See of Évora, that
read the documents that gave birth to the Portuguese Inquisition.
Imposing as it was, the Inquisition’s existence depended on someone whose presence was a technicality, a matter of infrastructure.
There is a necessary complicity between the grandeur of the sovereign and the unremarkable nature of the technical, and Estaus
materialized precisely this logic. Its magnanimity left an impression on those who were in its presence; beyond its heavy doors,
however, the palace’s design, the distribution of its chambers, the
functionality of its sections, the modifications made to the edifice
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to fulfill its purposes—these speak of something quite different.
They speak of the necessary counterpart to the Inquisition’s publicity, the reversed doublet to the self-evidence of its actions, the
intricacy of its processes that was not for all eyes. Beyond Estaus’
heavy doors, one finds the secluded chambers without which the
Inquisition’s mighty sovereignty would appear maculated. And, at
the end of a succession of rooms that were themselves restricted,
one finds a particular chamber, one of palpable unreachability, that
functioned simultaneously as the counter-pole to the Inquisition’s
public presentation—its façade—and as a secluded epicenter for the
redistribution of truth, power, bodies.
Secrecy played a fundamental constitutive role in the inquisitorial
process. This was recognized both by the Inquisition, which upheld secrecy as a central juridical principle, and by its contestants,
through their resisting claims—since early in their defense the advocates of the conversos demanded that trial records were made public,
that testifying witnesses were made known, that an end was put to
8
a trial’s sheltering covertness. And the role played by principled secrecy went beyond an ideal formality of law, it materialized dividing
space, setting down borders, putting up walls. Secrecy constituted
a skin, a casing. Beyond Estaus’ heavy doors, an entire machine
presented itself, a nearly autonomous set of mechanisms that subsumed bodies, souls, and spoken words; a configuration of devices
that produced records, produced an archive, produced secrets, and
that, in doing so, produced public discourse, produced truth.
The historical Inquisition has become synonymous with the
long processions of the autos-de-fé [acts-of-faith]. Mesmerized
by their flames, we do not see the dull power of the courtrooms’
descriptive documents. Faced with the loud repressive presence
of the Inquisitor, we do not hear the silent power of the passive
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voice, the power of the absent presence of the technical, the power
of the acts-of-notation, of the notarial autos. To understand Estaus,
looking to its blueprints is not enough; one needs to lean into its
design. This edifice was far from being one of just stone and wood.
It was also made of flesh, of light, of ink. It was also built of the
bodies that lived, worked, and were imprisoned under its ceiling;
of the words therein spoken and therein written, and of the papers
that held them, of the fingers and quills which inscribed them. To
retrace this architecture, we must go beyond its hard infrastructure
without ever leaving its matter.
Here is a machine that redistributed knowledge and bodies as a
way of producing and ensuring its sovereignty. Here is a factory of
theo-juridical knowledge, a complex system that for both evident
and less evident reasons depended on the other side of the façade.
Letting the gradient of secrecy serve as a guide—moving away from
the public, away from the announced, toward the hidden, toward
the secluded—from Estaus’ infrastructure as a whole, one finds
its pillars, the elements that sustained it: the line of production of
juridical assessment.

The structure
The Palácio dos Estaus was chosen by the Inquisition for its centrality and image of power, for the grandiosity of its public presence;
but its initial structure did not befit the needs of an institution that
aimed at, and demanded, a functionality far from minimal. [See pê
feijó, figure 2 & 3, p vi.] For several years after first being occupied by
the Inquisition in Lisbon, Estaus went through a long and iterative
process of construction, expansion and adaptation. Already before
1567, prison cells [cárceres] had been built so that the Inquisition
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could function there. Around 1570, when the Palace was fully granted
to the Inquisition, major alterations began to be made; the infrastructure was expanded over the city’s northern wall, creating accommodation for the several inquisitors and house officials, and making
room for the penitentiary carcerals. By 1593, new transformations
were proposed, and with the projects by the architects Filippo Terzi
and Nicolau de Frias, the number of cárceres was increased, more
chambers, kitchens, latrines, pantries, and corridors built, and the
penal surveillance system improved. In 1609, new rooms were added,
9
and then again in 1618. A project dedicated to safeguard technical
functionality without losing the magnitude of its presence, Estaus
was under construction for almost seventy years. By 1634, the palace
had changed form, and its new anatomy was laid out by Matheus the
Couto, Architect of the Inquisitions of this Kingdom, in his Book of Plans of
10
all the Factories of the Inquisitions of this Kingdom and of India.
The complexity and monumentality shown by these blueprints is
difficult to grasp. For its strict theo-juridicial purposes, the headquarters in Lisbon had three courtrooms (84, 78), waiting rooms
with doormen for each of them (76, 77), an oratory (183), a torture
room (15) and a chamber for the gallows (9). It moreover comprised
a prison with over 50 cells (14, 89), two large courtyards (12), and
even the graves of those who died in the cárceres (20). The building
also served as residence for most of those who worked there. Besides
the Bishop of Lisbon, with his five chambers (69), three General Inquisitors lived there (67, 109), as well as three other Inquisitors (29,
31, 36, 93, 94), the oldest of three notaries (60), the prison’s warden
(34), ten guards (97), and at least twelve other officials (33, 59). The
structure was sustained by two kitchens (25, 26, 36), a large garden
(23), two other oratories (68, 100), the biggest one with a sacristy
(69), and over twenty servants, who also lived in the building and
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whose chambers were divided according to the lords they served
(51, 52, 63, 64, 70, 81, 103).
It was a building to be inhabited by over a hundred people and
a place of work for many. What to make of a structure of this magnitude, how to read it? Right in the center of Lisbon, one found
an impressive building, not simply due to its massiveness, but due
to the heterogeneity of its inhabiting bodies. Under the same roof,
one found not only juridical and executive powers, but those who
enacted them, those on whom they were enacted, and those without
whose work no enactment would be possible. Under the same roof
slept bishops and witches, inquisitors and thieves, wardens and
cooks and notaries and corpses.
Two things can be read in Estaus’ intricate architecture—an architecture that is far from being a lifeless building. First, Estaus is expanded, adapted and reconstructed to internally function without
friction. As a well-oiled machine, its pieces are put together in operational harmony, its structure minutely conceived in order to make
good use of time and space, to achieve maximum efficiency. This
can be seen all over: the proximity between the accommodations
for each inquisitor and those for his servants, or the distribution
of carcerals and their corridors, or even the distribution of latrines
or the centrality of the dinette, all constructed already by order
of the Inquisition. But it is in the strange succession of corridors
on the third floor, marked as 79, that one better sees the work of
detail that made the building and its functions, its body and soul,
work harmoniously. Designed by Matheus de Couto, these were the
“corridors that the Sir Bishop ordered so that at any time the Inquisitors [could] run to aid and hear the prisoners in the penitence
11
carceral.” Against the building’s original purpose, a corridor was
built that connects the most noble chambers to the lowest ones,
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linking through purpose what was divided through essence. Reconstruction after reconstruction, the inquisitorial skeleton of Estaus
evolved to be a set of chambers related with precision: very specific
organs, with very specific functions. Where the ambitions of emulation met the limits of materiality, the Inquisition adapted itself
to the building it occupied, and the building adapted itself to its
Inquisition. The architecture of the Inquisition and that of Estaus
became inseparable, to be taken neither for granted nor for chance.
If the complexity of the building shows its internal functionality
and efficacy, it also speaks to its relation with the outside. The kitchens, the large garden, the cooks, the servants, a cellarer, doctors, a
12
surgeon and a barber: beyond allowing the inquisitorial headquarters to fulfill its functions, this infrastructure gave it a high level of
independence from the rest of the city. One could live in Estaus and
have little contact with the rest of Lisbon.
These two characteristics—Estaus’ internal efficiency and its
external independence—point to the creation of an autonomous
body. Its independence was both institutional—having been born
as juridically severed from the Crown—and physical—depending as
little as possible on the outside. It was not a matter of separate organs operating within Estaus; in the architecture they were part of,
they were more than that. Here is the Inquisition’s headquarters: a
self-sustaining, theo-juridical machine, dependent on little from the
outside for its survival, not a political organ but a political body.

The Meza
On the third floor were the courtrooms and its annexes. Together
with the carcerals, they were the essential elements for the functioning of the Inquisition, and in fact the first ones to be put in
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place when the Inquisition first began operating at Estaus. The
Inquisition had four headquarters; besides Estaus in Lisbon, there
was the initial one in Évora, one in Coimbra, and one in Goa. An
empire quickly spreading across four continents, however, required
some infrastructural flexibility in its intense surveillance and juridical system. So, while most cases were trialed in fixed courtrooms,
the dispersion needed for the adequate management of faith meant
14
many other premises were used for the same purpose. In any case,
the court’s existence did not simply depend on its building: its walls
were more made of secrecy than stone and its location more moral
than physical.
The same disposition formula was used to distribute those present in the rooms or halls where the trials were held, a disposition
devised around a meza [table] located on top of a dais. Already tacit
in the first two regiments of the Inquisition, the importance of this
15
table is laid down explicitly in the 1640 regiment. Its precision is
worth noting, for in the strict ordering of the inquisitorial machine,
it points to the importance given to the design and architecture of
16
the spaces. “On a four-finger tall dais there will be a table [meza]
covered with a cloth of crimson damask, and on top of black leather,
17
& it will be able to accommodate at least five chairs on each side.”
Behind this table—or sometimes at its sides—sat one or more
inquisitors or officials, and sometimes other ecclesiastical witnesses,
depending on the importance of the case and the relevance of the
testimony being given. Tellingly, this set of officials was formally
called Meza da Inquisição. Sitting at the table, facing the entry door,
there was never anyone behind the inquisitors, nothing out of their
sight.
On the other side, the side closer to the entering door to the
courtroom, on a chair away from the meza and the dais, isolated not
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just from the outside of the courtroom but within the courtroom
itself, sat the witness, the denunciator, the accused—the inquired.
The meza established the spatial dichotomy, a dichotomy that
reproduced the theo-cosmological division that opposed God, as
Good and Virtue Himself, to the forces that resisted and challenged
Him, the forces of Evil, of the devil. This dichotomy was as asymmetrical in terms of cosmology as it was in terms of design. These
moral forces were not equal in power. On the one side, there was a
legitimate representative and absolute patriarch. On the other, the
forces that threatened mankind, yes, but those of a trickster, present
through either its accomplice or its victim. The architecture of the
courtroom conceived these two polarized subjects without which
the Inquisition’s truth apparatus could not operate: the one who
asks and the other who answers, the one who ascertains and the
other who hides, the one who subjects and the subjected other, the
Inquisitors and the fallen.
The design of the room, the asymmetry established by the meza,
and the imbalanced heights established by the dais did away with
any doubt there might be about who was in control, about whose
space and whose world the courtroom was. The meza established a
design according to which those who sat at it were an extension of
the inquisitorial building itself, an extension of the authority and of
the moral and hermeneutical legitimacy of the Church—they were,
in fact, the Meza. The courtroom’s asymmetry was the assurance of
control of the inquisitors—who were, quite literally, at home.
In contrast, the space of the one summoned was not hers; it was
an inquisitorial space allowing only an external presence, an object
of examination, an object of scrutiny, an object of inquisition. The
one to be inquired had already been confronted with the imposing
facade; she had already navigated the monumental and at times
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labyrinthine chambers and halls of Estaus, she had already waited—
only God knew for how long—in the courtroom’s public room (76,
78), and then she had had to pass the ominous confessionary in the
narrow corridor that lead to the courtroom, a confessionary whose
offered olive branch came with its striking sword (183). Now she entered the courtroom and intimidation and dispossession was once
again imposed on her. The space the one summoned walked into
and to which she was limited was, at best, one of moral ambiguity
that was to be dissected, of possible sins to be brought forth, and of
obscurities to be clarified. And it was always a space of closure, of
circumscription, where moral deviation was to be isolated in order
to be analyzed. She was from elsewhere; she was vulnerable; she
was powerless; she was ready to confess.
These are two contrasting subjective experiences, one of submitting, the other of forcing submission, of putting below [submeter:
sub (under) + meter (put)]. But recovered here is not a phantom or
buried voice of the oppressed and the oppressor, but the working
noises of the inquisitorial machine. The matter of these experiences
is the architecture itself, and they are in fact parts of the machine’s
devices just like any other element. Those figures we know via inquisitorial archives, be they inquisitors or inquired, take shape in
the act of inquisition itself. Far from the only one, the inquisitorial
moment is certainly one of the most drastic instances of the constitution of subjects [súbditas] under a sovereign regime. To enter this
building, to pass these chambers, to be interpolated by inquisitors,
and to be constituted as the object of an inquisitorial procedure is
itself part of a larger process that orders reiterated recognition and
18
constitution as a súbdita. The meza is the off-centered, off-centering
19
central piece of the asymmetrical constitution of submission. Over
the meza, questions will be asked and answered, over it the inquisi-
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tion will take place. Over the meza, the defendant will be ordered to
20
tell her sins in her own words, to tell her own stories.
The meza’s operational role is even clearer in the regiment’s details, where it is stipulated that “on that table there will be a missal
to take oath upon, a tablet with the prayer of the Holy Spirit, the
Regiments of the Holy Office, & Fiscal, the Collection of Apostolic
Bulls, & privileges of the Inquisition, enough silver inkstands for
the Ministers at the table, & a bell: and on the wall, in front of
the place where the prisoners generally sit, there will be a figure of
Christ Our Lord, facing forward, ornamented with the appropriate
21
decency.” This was the spectacle the inquired was confronted with
when entering the courtroom. In front of her were those who represented the Divine will, who acted in His name, those who inquired.
Behind them, the emblems of the Church spoke once again of the
autonomous and absolute power, of the sovereignty, that occupied
the space. In Évora’s courtroom, engraved on the celling, materialized above all, was again the Cross sided by the right-handed
Christian sword authorizing condemnation and, because no true
Judgement can be without it, the olive tree that entitled the power
22
of absolution. And closer to the entry door, on the other side of
the Meza, under the gaze of Christ Our Lord, were the subjects of
scrutiny, the subjects upon whose testimonies, involved in contradiction and obscurity, Light was to be shed.

Light
Here, Light is not allegorical. In the courtrooms, the presence of
light was at once physical and theo-cosmological. In all four tribunals, the chambers where the court sessions took place, called Cazas
do Despacho [Houses of Dispatch] were either built or arranged so
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that the windows, the main sources of light, would be positioned
opposite to the door through which witnesses and defendants would
23
enter. [See pê feijó, figure 4, p vii.] The abundance of windows was
common at a time when all exterior walls had to be used to allow
the entrance of light, but one can see in their distribution and in the
orientation of the courtrooms how the arrangement of furniture,
namely of the meza, was used to maximize this opposition.
Besides the building plans, this use of light can also be observed
in contemporary paintings and etchings. The long-established symbolic relation between Divinity and the depiction of light has been
the object of study of both art historians and religious scholars; this
relation was not built anachronistically, but already very present at
its time. In fact, if anything in this analysis can be deemed an untimely projection, it is the allegorical nature of the relation between
Light and Truth. For the 16th Century, their bond went far beyond
the symbolic. Francisco d’Olanda, the court painter for King João
III and one of the most notable characters of portuguese renaissance, described it with clarity: “lux is much nobler than shade […]
and it is first; and then comes sombra [shade/shadow], in the places
that are not worthy of receiving claridade [light/clarity], being low,
and only the highest ones receive it. And God painted all his perfections with that color […] And it would be of little value to portray a
face from life in semidarkness […] but with the lamp of claridade it
24
will be revealed at once and will become intelligible.” In his explanation of the nature and function of claridade and sombra, d’Olanda
repeats what the asymmetry of the courtroom already said: that lux
has primacy, that truth—and thus good, and thus God—exists previous to all. In contrast, dissimulation, lie, obscurity, and trickery—in
sum, the works of evil, of the devil—are powerful but subordinate
actions, “low,” and that they can be dispelled by bringing the lamp
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of claridade to their revelation. The depictions of the inquisitorial
sessions have not escaped this bond, and Light, and Good, and
God are always presented on the side of the Meza.
Light in the inquisitorial Cazas do Despacho speaks to the materiality of the politics of truth according to the sovereign regime. The
accused is asked to reveal herself, to show herself, to bring herself
forward to the lamp of truth. In sum, to confess. But this is a very
different confession from the one that has been identified as a will
to confess, to produce knowledge of oneself, to speak one’s truth.
Strictly speaking, we cannot even speak in this context of giving an
account of oneself. The monitório that gave origin to the Portuguese
Inquisition was clear in what it searched: “We were informed,” the
document stated, “via information of trustworthy people, & via
public fame [reputation], that in said Kingdoms, & Lands of Portugal, there are some people, both men, and women, that not fearing
Lord God, nor the grave danger of their souls, separated from our
Holy Catholic Faith have been saying, doing, committing, & perpetuating offenses, & crimes of heresy, & apostasy against our said
Holy Catholic Faith.” In their newfound position as Inquisitors, the
document continued, “we are obliged, by the glory, honor, & praise
of O. Lord, & savior Jesus Christ, & exaltation of the Holy Catholic
Faith, to repress said heresies, & and to rip them out of the Christian
25
people, by said Apostolic authority, to us in this part assigned.” It
is not a true, profound nature of the offender that is being targeted;
this is about actions committed, it is about the gerund: those who
have been saying, doing, committing, and perpetuating.
This taxonomy, bringing together the phenomenological enactment of heresy and the cosmology of sympathies that marked
26
renaissance thought, is very different from the one modernity will
27
witness, marked by the self-production of the subject. To under-
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stand these inquisitorial and confessional produced from hearings
in seventeenth- and eighteenth-Century courts, “the assumption of
the modern autobiographical turn, that there exists and has existed
an urge to tell the self, and that it comes from within, is of very little
28
help.” It may be that these juridical accounts are essential to the
genealogy of the modern autobiography. It may even be that they
formed the basis for the emergence of a new epistemological relation with the self. It is not true, however, that “apart from not being
written down by the person who lived the life, these brief narratives
29
fulfill the criteria for autobiographical narration.” That these accounts were not written in the first person is not an ‘apart,’ but a
fundamental inscription device that marks the distinction between
being sovereignly interpellated and giving an account of oneself,
between asymmetry and capillarity, and ultimately between submis30
sion and subjection. It is not dismissible that most of the accused
in these trials were illiterate, and that not only could they not write
their own accounts, but often did not even have a signature to add
as validation of veracity of the records of their trials, records that in
31
turn they could not read. Ultimately, for most of the accused, it
matters that they were not fidalgos [noblemen], that they were not
the ‘sons of someone’ [filho-d’algũ], but instead daughters-of-no-one.
All of this is present in the asymmetry that marks claridade and
sombra, Light and shade-shadow, just as it marks truth and lie, inquisitor and accused. And all of this is present, in the courtroom, in
the distribution of Our Lord and Savior’s Light. The inquisitor sides
with this Light, but serves merely as its representative, he has no
pretensions of emanating it. From the point of view of the defendants, the same light that is shed on them creates a shade around the
Meza, a halo of obsclarity. This is in no way a sign of doubtfulness of
the inquisitors’ moral nature; it is rather the consequence of the act
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of shedding light itself. It creates the asymmetry central to the relation with both Good and Truth, placing the inquisitors in a seat of
superiority. On the one hand is the defendant, who comes ignorant,
not knowing the accusations, and whose sinful tendencies the light
will make visible, the light either redeems or exposes. On the other
hand, there are those of moral purity, who are aware of the contours
of the whole trial, above the ones judged and protected from their
darkness by the same light they seek to represent, to stand for.
This obsclarity is the material fulcrum of the established asymmetry. Together with the dais and the displacement of the meza
from the center of the room, it hierarchized the dichotomy, and
created the distance between the unified machine and its exterior
object—without which, regardless, it could not work. This shadow
was the secrecy, the unreachability and the radiance of the inquisitorial machine. This light overshadows, this shadow obfuscates: this
obsclarity gives power its meaning.

Walls of secrecy
The courtroom was a space designed by and for the purposes of
inquiry. There, faced with figures of patent authority, one could
speak of everything; and one ought to. Completely secluded from
the influence of the external world, and with full awareness of the
moral status of each of those present, the courtroom preserved the
strict conditions that delimited the object of inquiry. There it was,
an inquisitorial apparatus made of walls, men and paper, applied
to any who would walk in through the door. It was the privileged
space for enunciation and for the judgement of its truth.
The central features of the courtroom—the dichotomous divide,
the legitimacy of the inquisitors, the seclusion of the space, the
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absence of disturbances and the nakedness of distortions—were
materialized in its architecture. But there is yet another defining
characteristic: the role played by secrecy. That the defendant did not
have the right to know the witnesses testifying against her, that no
witness could in fact speak on their hearing outside of the courtroom, that the accused could not know her accusations, that she
could not access her trials’ records—the secrecy of the trials was,
from the beginning, a matter of strong contention. The centrality
the conversos’ advocates attributed to it in their struggles in Rome
against the Inquisition attests to the autonomy and power which
32
secrecy gave to the Inquisition.
The rules of secrecy were the walls that established and delimited
the space of the courtroom. In the beginning of each session, each
of those inquired had to swear “to tell the truth on the gospels upon
which she has her hand;” by its end, when all had been asked and
answered, she had to reiterate the truth of what she said and to
33
swear “to keep secret all that was here said.” This enunciation of
secrecy marked the end of the session. It performed the necessary
seclusion and isolation already mentioned. And it delimited a space
as much as a time. By constructing this space of exception, it put in
place the locus of the Inquisitors, who solely inquired, and that of
those inquired, who could only reply.
The courtrooms of the main premises were designed to reinforce
the importance of this secrecy—we read of the chamber of Despacho
that “it will be so well sheltered that outside of it one will not be
34
able to hear anything of what is happening inside.” These main
features, materializing the gaze of the inquisitorial machine towards
those who went against Our Lord and the ideal space for this gaze to
uncover them and allow their prosecution, were at once solidified in
rock as the ideal to emulate, and mobile as to allow an inquisitorial
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courtroom to be created outside of the headquarters—a necessary
characteristic to be able to cover the confessional needs of a vast
colonial empire.
All the juridical process was then secret, not only from the public
35
but from the accused herself. Other than the specifics that each
witness testified to, the accusation and proof was known only to
those that were part of the room—inquisitors, officials, notaries, and
eventually the archbishop. It is important to understand the operationality of secrecy, which goes beyond an antagonistic accusation
of simply ensuring repressive power, beyond pronouncing a moral
verdict on the inquisitorial modus operandi. For the inquisition,
secrecy was actually a demand difficult to fulfill: given the immense
power these courts had, its defense depended on a rigorous and
strictly applied juridical regulation and on a minute procedure of
legal demonstration. It might seem that the Inquisition, on the
basis of its royal, Catholic, and papal authority, could have chosen
not to rely on this strictness towards itself; for that it would have
to forfeit its rule of secrecy. But the centrality of this rule was not
forfeitable, for it was necessary for the production of a truth of specific inquisitorial nature: the secrecy of the procedure was oriented
toward producing a confession. On the one hand, by not making
known the crime she was being accused of from the beginning,
the accused was asked to confess not something specific sin, but
everything. On the other hand, because a confession would at the
same time be the ultimate proof of a crime of heresy, and the (at
least semi-)voluntary movement of the soul toward salvation. In
this way, confession existed beyond the initial accusation that had
given origin to the trial, and resulted in the full coming to Light of
36
the súbdita, her full revelation.
With its meza and distribution of light, with its walls of secrecy
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and the chambers that preceded it, the courtroom as a whole reified
the theological asymmetrical divide, completely disempowering the
agents of evil and keeping the process under control. The functional
irony of inquisitorial secrecy is that to bring one to light, you must
keep her in the dark. Obsclarity, too, is a product of secrecy.

The notarial
There is yet another body always present in the courtroom, one
whose presence has understandably been dismissed. It is that of a
reliable man, seated at the table but destitute of signs of theocratic
power. It is that man bent over himself, whose hand never lets go of
the quill, whose eyes never leave his papers. It is the man who never
stops writing, whose sole function is to note, to record. The notary.
He sits at the high table, he sides with Light, but he is not part of
the Meza. He is the unremarked one, both in the moral economy of
then, as in the history of now.
Yet, thought of as secondary, he was always present. We have
encountered him before: he wrote down the monitório that began
the Inquisition, he read it loud and intelligibly, he performed the
genesis of the Inquisition. Far from being confined to a table, this
strange figure had a fundamental role in the construction of the
expansionist colonial empire. “ The first thing Europeans made on
37
American shores in 1492 was a notarial record.” For every time a
navigator reached a “new” shore, there is a document claiming its
possession; without it there was no proven validity of the fact or
claim, and in that it would not have happened. “Notaries were indispensable to possession,” which is why “it was the notary’s written
words […] that first constituted Spanish American empire” as well
38
as the portuguese one.
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Inquisitorial manuals point to how early he was a mise-en-scène.
He appears already in 1378, in the amply used Directorium inquisitorium by Nicolau Eymrich, as the official whose presence assures the
39
reliability of a denunciation made to an inquisitor. And he seems
to have lost neither relevance nor value for the General Council of
the Inquisition, which deemed the presence of a notary in each local
meza to be fundamental “so that the affairs of the Holy Office can
40
develop with the proper secrecy and truth.” Secrecy and truth—the
two fundamental features for a trial to be able to reclaim its legitimacy—seem to depend on this secondary figure.
He was required, as any other official of the Inquisition, to be
“of clean blood, without race of moorish, jew, or of people newly
41
converted to our Holy Faith,” and to have had committed no
crimes. Unlike other officials, however, he was not to be a nobleman. “Notaries in the king’s service ‘should not be very poor or
very lowly; neither should they be very noble, or very powerful …
because poverty induces men to be very greedy, which is the root of
all evil, and low birth causes them not to know what is good.’ Noble
and powerful men, for their part, ‘would disdain quotidian service’
in the office of notary, and might dare to do things that would redound to its harm. Notaries should instead be omes medianos, men
42
located between the extremes.”
As late as the early nineteenth Century, regiments for notarial
practices will still request that “the one who acquires an Officio [a
notarial license] must have twenty-five years” and must “marry
43
within one year, under penalty of losing the Officio.” “ The main
virtues of the notary consist in being truthful, uninterested, diligent
and skilled. It matters to have the reputation of being truthful,
because, if they are caught once in falsehood, his Scriptures will
44
be under suspicion.” All these are conditions to ensure that the
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notary would be considered fiel del peso, the trustworthy “guarantor
45
of correct weights and measures.”
These proofs of character functioned as a constructed nobility
that, of course, would never make a fidalgo out of an ome mediano.
They characteristically assure proximity with righteousness, but in
no way grant the right of aristocracy or offer the gift of a noble
blood, or even of granted legacy. The licenses are “by nature most
personal, and its exercise, or application, gives no right, or domain,
46
that can be transmitted from fathers to sons.” It might be tempting
to imagine these as unproblematic personal traits; yet, they would
be better considered to be part of the formation of the notary. The
confirmation of moral value is not different from an examination
where “it is ascertained if they know how to read, and write well.”
As with the art of social trust and moral posture, to be granted a
license as skilled, the notary “must begin by learning Orthography:
the lack of a comma sometimes makes the meaning equivocal: and
the ignorance of Grammar is even worse. He might know by heart
his Regiment, and yet not be even moderately apt in his craft: how
can he record a Contract, or a Will without knowing at least its
47
essentials?”
As many other elements of juridical nature, from courts to documents, notaries are highly regimented and strictly constructed. Only
this can assure their authority and its validity. In the end, the notary
appears as a non-agential element of the juridical apparatus that,
ultimately, can be reduced functionally to his signature, to his Signal. “ The notary should adopt a public Signal; and it will be good
48
that this be difficult to imitate . […] He must sign a certain public
49
Signal, as for the records to be reputed as authentic.” The proper
production of the notary is the proper production of his unique
signature, which, in turn, signifies the validity of a document and
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of any process or event it might describe or perform. The notary
must embody an emulation of validity itself, of the plainness and
primacy of truth, that renders it neutral, and thus invisible among
other apparent agencies.
Unlike what happens with modern archives, renaissance legal
documents produced by public or independent notaries tended to
be less centralized (the notaries, regardless, had to maintain their
50
records in order for a long time). In any case, ‘‘the major office
holders enjoyed almost complete freedom to exercise their posts
more or less as they pleased. In most instances, this meant the
creation of a small empire. […] The basic unit of organization was
51
the household of the official.’’ This was not the case, however, for
documents produced by the Inquisition’s notaries, those that contributed to ground the empire as a whole, and that would instead
be safely kept together.
There was also something that tended to render general notaries
and their work visible: a certain suspicion that tended to fall upon
notaries and their power in producing valid but untruthful docu52
ments. When it came to the works of the Inquisition, however, this
was not true. Neither was it the case, as the Castilian proverb re53
peated at the time, that Mi pluma y mi tintero me valen lo que quiero.
There, it was the role of the inquisitor and the rules and authority
54
of the Inquisition that had to be put at stake. The suspicion might
fall on imposing figures of power, but not technicians; over inquisitors, but not notaries.
The role of the inquisitorial notary, in the Meza as in today’s history, was one marked by moral invisibility; neither accused nor judge,
he was the hinge of an apparatus that needed to assure its fairness.
He was to record every single thing said in the court, every sound
uttered, every action undertaken. Now, as then, the role of the no-
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tary is taken as an unproblematic, simple representation of what
happened; modern historiography tells us, in fact, that if we are to
look through the archive to find the truth, it is the distortion of the
inquisitors we need to pierce, and never the role of the notarial.

The auto
The notary’s detached and technical role interlocks with the rigidity of the rules that presided over the recording process, and even
more so with its product, the autos. An auto was the collection of all
documents regarding a certain trial. This included arrest warrants,
sentences, registration of supervisions asked from Inquisitors or
Bishops, and the total expenditure of the trial. But most of the auto
consists of the mandatory recording of everything that happened
in each session in the inquisitorial courtroom, be it denunciations,
testimonies, or confessions.
These were written in a rushed cursive and are filled with abbre55
viations well-established for notaries. They always start by stating
the date of the session recorded, the place where it is being held,
and the inquisitor present. It then announces the arrival and presence of the one being inquired—be she an accuser, a witness, or the
defendant. This presentation is made by noting down her name, any
title, her age, her place of birth, her marital status, her profession
and that of her husband (in the case of men, the wife’s profession is
seldom noted), and any remarkable physical traits (mostly marks,
like scars, or lack of limbs). The auto also records her race—or lack
thereof: in contrast with those marked as black or new-Christian,
56
old-Christians were simply “without race,” or of “clean blood.”
The first section of the auto ends with the subject taking the oath to
tell all the truth and maintain secrecy.
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From here onwards, the full account is given in the third person,
and in the simple past tense. It is an account of the testimony being
given. The questions of the Inquisitors are either implicit and elided
from the text, or appear passively, only as part of the context of
the subject’s answers—“when asked if she knew why she had been
brought to the Holy Office, the said defendant said she did not.”
The narrator disappears insofar as his description is merely a factual
account of what another person is saying, of what is happening with
an object. It is scientific. What can be submitted to a judgement of
truth-value has nothing to do with the notary; only those inquired
are confronted with an examination of their trustworthiness, and
the notary disappears as a subjective element insofar as he merely
records. Or rather, the absent voice of the inquisitors, a fortiori that
of the notary, comes to inhabit a higher place of truth precisely
by withdrawing itself from the scene. The inquisitors and notaries
disappear as agents, by design, in being already-there, mise-en-scène.
Absent the inquiring voices, the past tense re-asserts the solidity
of what is being written: although registered at the moment of utterance, it is no longer under dispute, no longer the spectral event that
made the trial come to be. It already happened. The present tension
becomes the past fact. This is how the notarial—in other words, the
scripturally performed neutrality of the juridical record—vacated
the agency of the court, even of the inquisitors themselves. What
was left for them and for the archbishop to do was a mere technical
analysis of the plainly reported truth, and to ascertain if, according
to regiment, God was in the presence of a crime.
The subject’s deposition is closed by their last pledge, promising
not to speak outside the courtroom of the matters discussed within
it. The recording concludes abruptly, with the end of the subject’s
expression. At the bottom of each record, the inquisitor’s signature
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reasserted the auto’s objectivity, its non-dependence on memory,
and assured the legitimacy and truth of the procedures conducted
and of their recorded outcome. But so did the signature of the inquired. This reinforced the auto’s contractual terms. It was a sign of
compliance and consent; legitimation through signification. When
she did not have one, when she did not write, it was the notary who
would sign for her. Who else but the non-partisan, the embodiment
of detachment, the infrastructural guarantor and granter of fairness?
At first glance, inquisitorial action might appear to be unidirectional, an inquiring force departing from the Meza, directed across
the courtroom, and repeatedly applied to the inquired subject. And
this self-substantiating vectorial process is certainly part of what
is happening in the Cazas do Despacho. Yet this is just one of the
components of the inquisitorial process; and while it might be the
most visible one, it takes place only insofar as it is accompanied
by the notarial operations, ultimately leading to the production of
the auto. The auto is the final outcome of the inquisitorial machine
operating in the courtroom; inquisitors, inquired, notary, meza,
light, and the room itself have in it a telos. To approach autos as
sources only for their written content is a form of historiographical
57
fetishism. The auto is the outcome of the inquisitorial machine.
But as any product, and as denoted from its root in agō (to act,
to make), it is a reified process: it contains in and as itself its own
production. The inquisitorial archive, composed by autos, indices
with the cases trialed or on trial, Apostolic Bulls and Inquisition’s
regiments, as well as related documents such as the lists of those
58
sent to autos-de-fé, cannot be used simply as a source, as the factum,
but studied as a process, as a facere, as an arti-fact.
How to talk about the inquisitorial archive then, if it is more than
an innocuous accumulation of records? How to address the relation
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between power and knowledge that is at the center of the archiving
process, and that seems to supersede the linear collection of the
archive’s constituents? Or rather, how to account for this linearity,
if one recognizes in it an operability that merges the process of
documenting with the formation of a jurisdiction, which is to say,
59
that has both recording and nomological aspects to it? Alongside
being documentary, it is through the autos that a process, a verdict,
and a condemnation are built. The absence of an auto would equate
to the ambiguity of the inquisitorial object, which would in turn
render the Inquisition’s justice precarious, a machine with an ill-defined purpose.
The proper construction of the juridical object happens in the specific written nature of the auto. The quill, the cursive hand (always
the proper one, the right one), the seats at the table, the trained attentive ears, the documents in the writing, the promised secrecy, the
light’s distribution—the Inquisition’s notarial apparatus present in
the courtroom is of a juridical nature. It operates by recording, but
it is also a translation device. It converts an event of social, political,
theological, and affective dimensions into a bureaucratic document.
It brings things from the oral to the written. The notarial writing
carries orality within itself: the calligraphy gives us the fluidity of
speech, the ink’s distribution and thickness points to its rhythm and
mood, the iterated formulas make clear what, otherwise, would be
lost in tacit communication, the quill writes to the pace of the inquiry.
It is an oral writing. The autos’ hybrid nature was the cornerstone of a
rightful trial: it voided the task of the Inquisitor-judge of a subjective
moral appreciation, thus allowing it to be one of regimental application. This translation was far from a mere transference; the image of
its innocuousness was at the center of an imposing apparatus.
It was also in this process that the complex subjects became
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legible juridical objects. For the renaissance, “it is the primal nature of language to be written. The sounds made by voices provide
no more than a transitory and precarious translation of it. … The
written had always preceded the spoken, certainly in nature, and
60
perhaps even in the knowledge of men.” And we know how much
the Catholic Church prized, especially in contrast to Protestantism,
an authority over “the written”, safeguarded from popular misinterpretation. In the Caza do Despacho, the accused were forced to talk
but the form of their words had no place in the archive; their speech
was granted its own space, but its reliance depended on its written
translation. The inquisitorial design allowed the most fundamental
movement happening in the inquisitorial economy of truth. If the
Inquisition presented itself, as its name indicates, as fundamentally
inquiring, asking, as merely exposing or discovering the truth, the notarial process shows how, through a redistribution of hermeneutical
rights over given events, truth was not merely being uncovered
but rather being made, constituted as juridical. Confronted with an
event of which the Meza knew little or nothing, an event that was
external to the courtroom, the inquisitorial apparatus would create
a conditioned space for its attestants, formulate narratives from a
place of absence and objectivity, and inscribe testimonies through
an oral-written hybridity over which the inquired had no control.
Between entering the doors of the courtroom and being filed in the
archive, everything had been circum-scribed: everything had been
domiciliated through writing. The notarial translating dispositive
therefore corresponds to an invisible ontological reversal, taking
the oral and constituting from it a written that now has truth-value
and epistemological primacy over it. The notarial is the necessary
supplement in establishing hermeneutical right, a supplement dan61
gerous in its necessity. The event described, as well as the moment
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of its description, are now just an instantiation of the description
62
itself. This is the work of the archive: it creates origin.
An epistemological redistribution had thus occurred, for the
hermeneutical capacity, the possibility of deeming something true
of false, the legitimacy, or shall we say the rightfulness, to a true
judgement over an event was now far from the hands of its witnesses. This happened along the dividing lines of family and class, sex
and gender, blood-purity and race and religion, and above all the
63
dividing line of formal education and illiteracy. And where these
lines found their utmost expression was precisely in the autos, in
the nature of their archive, in the secrecy that secluded them. The
apparent figure of power might be that of the imposing inquisitor,
but its residence was in the notarial itself. For the notarial was what
translated the hermeneutical power into plain juridical right. In this
sense the auto is both an instrument and factual: it is an instrument
because it reifies this translation process, factual because in this
64
reification it crystallizes an event as a truth.
The notarial construction of the archive thus allowed for the
Inquisition’s objective and truthful point of view from which one
could rightfully judge. The notary was a powerfully absent presence in the process. The auto, devoid of obscurities and of whims.
The translation-product allowed the inquisitorial process to take
place. The redistribution of interpretive rights disempowered those
opposed by the Church. The apparatus, as a whole, allowed for the
production of knowledge, of moral authority, and of judgement.

The Secret
In what has become the central and most important work of the
archival turn, Derrida’s Mal d’Archive, the author sets the figure of
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the archon, the ruler or magistrate of the Ancient Greek city-state, as
the one that upheld hermeneutical right. It was in the arkheion, his
house, that documents were kept, it was their domicile; and it was
in the arkheion that Derrida located the arch of the archive. These
citizens who “held and signified political power were considered
to possess the right to make or to represent the law.” This made
archons “first of all the documents’ guardians” for they were given
“the hermeneutic right and competence. They have the power to
65
interpret the archives.” The power to interpret crucially depends
on this physical guardianship, the right to order on domiciliation,
the nomos on the topos: the archive is a matter of topo-nomology.
As the auto-as-act shows, the same topo-nomological principles
seem to operate in the inquisitorial archive. The archons, too, find
themselves reflected in the imposing inquisitors, or even in the figure that oversaw them, the etymologically resonating archbishop.
Finally, as with the arkheion, the power of the archive is the power
of order, in which the two meanings of the word are single, indistinguishable: the power of categorization and recognition of heresy is
the power to command and instruct punishment or absolution.
This indistinguishability, however, gestures towards the problem
of focusing on the figure of the archon: the power is not his. For the
Inquisition, it seems that secrecy and the notarial have vacated the
agency of the inquisitors: they are mere elements of the inquisitorial
machine. The power of interpretation, the hermeneutical right, did
not belong to the inquisitors. Certainly, they had the final word
of judgement on the case; but what constituted or not a heretical
crime was set up by law, regiment, and monitório, and the detailed
and factualized object to be judged had already been established by
the auto. The power of their final word had been displaced by the
translated one.
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What the hinges of the inquisitorial machine puts at stake—the
hinges of visibility and invisibility, facade and infrastructure, written
word and orality, the auto-de-fé and the notarial one—is the nature
of archontic power itself. It has been pointed out how Derrida’s
archon, a figure ultimately mobilized to inflate the understanding
of the contemporary archive and the grounds of psychoanalysis,
66
actually refers to the Magistrate that inaugurated modern Justice.
The inquisitorial does not contradict this, but it suggests something
else: it might be that neither one nor the other held this power,
but were instead held in its arms. They were figures of power in a
genitive rather than possessive sense.
The inauguration of modern archives is marked by their public
access, and at the realm of their production seats the figure of the
Magistrate. Upholding the validation of his court meant the absoluteness of Justice, which in turn depended on the invisibilization
of its bourgeois interest—patriarchal, white. This seems to have
been similarly achieved by an infrastructural deferral of judgement
67
and the strictness of regiments. An operation—as the ‘infamous
men’ know all too well—still at work today.
As for the Greek city state, the arkheion precedes anything resembling an archive. There seems to be no exact organizing principle
that brought together signs into an ordered whole—what Derrida
68
calls consignation. More importantly, hermeneutical rights over
the arkheion’s documents seem to be almost unused and useless.
Athens’ first centralized archive appears only in the 4th century
B.C., as a response to previous oligarchies and alongside decline of
the archons’ power (the passage from ten-years mandates to yearly
ones, for example). The Metroon, as this first archive was named,
came to give greater order to written documents and records, and in
the same movement to establish what counted as valid history and
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law. The Metroon corresponds to the constitution of an origin, that
of democracy, that of public power. It was an origin well marked:
the Metroon was also the temple of the Mother of Gods, and it is
69
from her it took its name.
The inauguration of archival togetherness—and its commencing
power—corresponds to the decline of hermeneutical rights of the
archon and, given its public access, of the restrictiveness associated
with them. What is more, only at this point does the validity of public records start being used for rhetorical purposes, being used in
public debates as sources and resources of authority for the claims
70
being made—and this was not without resistance. Finally, in its
genealogy, the inquisitorial gestures toward how the Greek inauguration of centralized archivization, hand-in-hand with the rhetorical
use of documentation’s validity, corresponds to the passage from
an oral to a written regime. A logical re-articulation occurs without
which the notarial could not have taken place. Before the 4th century
B.C., contracts were forgeable and unreliable, the personal witness
veritable; after, testimonies were to be changeable and unreliable,
and documents veritable and verifiable. The written gains epistemological primacy over the oral.
In contrast, the principle of secrecy, that which divides what is
to remain private and what is to be made public, was for the inquisitorial very clear—as it had to be. It was clear that secrecy was
decisive in the construction of the courtroom, that it delimited the
privileged space and thoroughly established the necessary conditions to scrutinize the truth of what was stated. It was clear that the
same principled secrecy was used to safeguard the autonomy of the
Inquisition and, conversely, it was a main point of contention by
those who sought to oppose this institution. It was clear that it was
part of the operation that established functional asymmetry and
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determined what was to be made open to interpretation and what in
turn was simply truth, recorded truth. In other words, it grounded
the nomological asymmetry, the unequal relation that sided the
Inquisition with a rightfulness consecrated (con-sacro), made sacred.
The publicity of the façade, the autonomy of the infrastructure,
the asymmetry of the Meza, the space produced by light, the courtroom apparatus with its notaries and autos: we have not left the architecture of the Inquisitorial headquarters, nor its materiality. And
the archive itself is no exception. The principle of secrecy operated
on the whole archive, and, together with the need for guardianship,
it found physical translation in the architecture of the inquisitorial
tribunals.
The archive was located in a private chamber, whose construction
was ordered by the very Regiment of the Inquisition. In it “will be
kept all the records, indexes, books, and papers of secret; and the
windows which give to the outside will have strong iron bars, and
will be covered, in such a way that it will not be possible to go
through them; and [this chamber] will have a single, well-secured
door, to the courtroom, with a lock [that can only be opened by a
set of] three different keys, one of which will be given to the Prosecutor, and the others to the two older Notaries. [---] In this chamber,” the General Council of the Holy Office continues, “will enter
only the Prosecutor, and the Notaries, and no other person, unless
71
he has a special authorization given by us.” For each headquarter,
Couto draws a special room with enough windows to allow light,
but never on the ground floor; a room accessible only through the
Caza do Despacho, and virtually invisible for those who did not enter
it. In the plans for Lisbon, Couto didn’t give a number to the room;
72
he marked it with a cross .
The importance given to this room makes explicit a constitutive
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function of the archive: to ensure that the Inquisition maintained
the sole hermeneutical rights to the autos. This is the operation of
domiciliation: the nomination of a well-defined chamber, a topos,
that both confines and defines the archive. “ The records [of] current
[trials] will be left aside, at hand; and if a record is taken out, once it
73
is not needed anymore it will immediately be put back in its place.”
The autos, domesticating translations of the trials, are secluded from
other eyes, from the possibility of dissonant interpretation.
In the inquisitorial machine, the process of domiciliation operates
by translating the oral into the written, and then secluding it in an
unreachable room; in the inseparability of the notarial and secrecy,
“a scene of domiciliation becomes at once visible and invisible.” The
power of secrecy is not one of mere silence. It makes the archive’s existence known but its content unreachable, it constitutes knowledge
through explicit segregation, exclusion. The power of knowledge
resides first and foremost in making known that something cannot
be known. A crossed chamber indeed.
Couto’s chamber held the archive at the end of a gradient of
secrecy; it was a chamber whose importance, respecting Catholic
architectural principles, resided in being at the end of a succession
of evermore exclusive, inaccessible, and prohibitive divisions. Taking its name from secenere—to separate, to sunder out, to hide—this
chamber was called Secreto, secret.

The architecture of a secret
Estaus was an imposing building. The Inquisition, an imposing
institution. The sovereignty it emanated—and emulated—depended
operationally as much on what was made public as on what was
made private. Or rather, the publicity of this sovereignty, of what
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was impossible not to notice, depended on the existence of the
hidden, of an essential unreachability.
In the following centuries, still during the lifetime of the Inquisition, the juridical would witness “the disappearance of punishment
as a spectacle” and the transition from a “ceremonial of punishment”
74
to “a new legal or administrative practice.” The architecture of
inquisitorial power and the intense “legal or administrative” manuals, regiments, and practices are enough to show that these aspects
are not at odds with “punishment as spectacle.” On the contrary,
they are fundamental to it. The public and “abominable theatre”
of the auto-de-fé cannot be without the private and solid constitutive identification of the omen that is to be expelled [abominable,
75
ab + omin]. Without doubt, punishment “gradually ceased to be a
spectacle,” but in the Age of Inquisition, there was a minute process
fundamental for this spectacle, an infrastructural process that not
76
only was not spectacular, but had to be private, indeed secret.
And just as publicity depended on making known the existence of
something secret, so did the unified and concordant operationality
of secrecy depend on the existence of a public outside and was, in
fact, constituted by it. It is true that “in an archive there should
not be any absolute dissociation, any heterogeneity or secret which
77
could separate (secenere), or partition, in an absolute manner.”
The archive’s order must ensure that no gap exists, that no singular
document is missing, that there is no unlisted item, that there is no
loose regiment. For the inquisitorial case, however, secrecy cannot
simply be absent within the archive. Or rather, secrecy could only
operate as absent within the archive by making the archive itself unknown, secret. It could do so only because it first operated, together
with publicity, by constituting this interiority. Nothing is able to
sunder within the archive, because the archive itself is already cut
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off from the public eye, because any gap, absence, or lapse was
made unrecognizable. There is no secrecy within a secret; the Secreto
has no secret only insofar as it is secreto.
It might then be misleading to speak of the complementarity
of publicity and secrecy in inquisitorial work. They were not two
separate elements that simply emphasized or enhanced each other.
Instead, they were part of a unified duplicity, one not existing without the other. The work of the facade—as that of the Meza, as that of
Light within the courtroom, as that of the archive—rested precisely
on having two sides and presenting one single front.
The archival apparatuses produced a thorough and concealed
archive that is both the materialization of the inquisitorial operation and its justification. The archive, in its constitution and maintenance, was secluded from interpretation and became the core of
the inquisitorial machine’s righteousness, its Right to judge. The
juridical work done by the inquisitor became an assessment rather
than a judgement, and his decisions, destitute of personal moral
adjudication, became a technical matter, one of functionality. The
archival nature of the inquisitorial machine allowed it to be precisely that, mechanical.
Making its face-facade the focal point of study, much of the
history done on the Inquisition has been centered around its grandiosity, and on the austerity of its sovereignty. When it comes to the
Inquisition, the matter cannot be reduced to discussing the tensions
of macro-powers, or the works of noblemen, or to debating what
might or not might have been an abuse of power by the Courts,
dismissing as obvious the nature of this same power. Repression
can hardly be deemed the object of a historically grounded moral
judgement, while the equally important logistics that sustain it are
left aside. And despite the work that has been done on the inquis-
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itorial micro and juridical politics, even these narratives are often
permeated by the visuality of the inquisition’s actions, disregarding
the secretive and invisible process behind them, that supported
them.
Understanding the relation between secrecy and publicity not
as one of opposing or contrasting forces, not even as one of cooperation, but rather as one of constitutive dependency, means
reconsidering the nature of archontic power, of the ordered power
of the archive. What provokes archive fever, the desiring fever for
the impossible place of origin, is precisely the Secret. The Secret,
too, depends as much on the public as it does on the hidden. It
depends not just on being unreachable, but on the existence of this
unreachability being declared. It is not so much a matter of what
the autos say, but that they do say something, something known to be
unknown. The ultimate secret is its emptiness.
Reading the inquisitor not as a figure of power but as part of an
architecture drafts a different scene for the nature of imposition: it is
in notarial translation that archival power really is at stake. Understanding secrecy as encompassing publicity, rather than opposing
it, allows reconsidering the nature of hermeneutical rights itself.
Behind the impression of the inquisitor’s imposing figure, what
the secenere of the Secret does, ultimately, is to fuse in segregation.
Brought through the heavy doors of Estaus, the accused was an
absolute foreigner, an outsider. But she was faced with a whole juridical assembly line not because the inquisitors had hermeneutical
rights over the autos, but because they were an extension of their
logic, of the logic of their production, of the logic of the Secret.
What is necessary in the constitution of hermeneutical rights is not
distance, but proximity. The process of domiciliation does not result
in someone having rights [droit, direito] over the hermeneutical, but
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the Right, the Law [Droit, Direito], being itself hermeneutical, translating power in itself. The notarial is the process of domiciliation
through circum-scription: it reifies its hermeneutics—the rules of
exegesis of its product—in its own work, in the producing of the auto
itself. The auto contained its own reading; the ink was always already
a pronouncement. The archive is about the simultaneous movement
of the droit “qui commence par s’y inscrire et du droit qui l’autorise.”78
There is an irony—a feigning of ignorance—in the role of the
secret. It was already present in the relation between secrecy and
Light: to bring one to claridade, she had to be kept in the dark.
But there is something even more revealing: through the obsclarity
of their authority, those who constituted the Meza had to cast on
her their own shadows. The duplicity of the secret—its secrecy and
publicity, its known- and unknowability, its presence and absence—
means that it must exist in- and outside itself. There is a Secret
behind the Meza, but there must be one right in front of it. The
unreachability of the Secret for the accused finds itself reproduced
as the unreachability of the accused’s truth for the inquisitors.
Ultimately, this is what asymmetry comes to operate on: the insecurity of not knowing, of not being able to know, an institution’s
foundational insufficiency. The grandiose facade, the long halls and
succession of chambers, the sober meza, the ominous distribution
of light, the walls of secrecy, the menacing authority of inquisitorial bodies: the production of asymmetry through such imposing
devices is the reaction to and concealment of the ungraspability of
an-other’s truth—or, what is certainly more frightening, the inexist79
ence of such a truth.
It is with the hinged nature of secret that historians too must constantly contend; it is their trade. Frequently, history has refused and
admonished any sympathy with the inquisitorial process by depict-
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ing it only through its apparent ruthlessness, and not through its
subtler epistemological and juridical violence. Grounded on a logic
of revelation, historic work on the inquisition thus mostly perceives
itself as contrasting with the inquisitorial logic, without recognizing
that the later similarly delved with the uncovering of truth, granted
the proper hermeneutical tools, and had the rightful interpretative
80
authority. That is, history fails to recognize itself.
Historiography has changed tremendously in the past half century, namely with and within what has been named an archival turn.
To consider the work of the archive is indeed to consider the history-making process itself, a process not only of leaning or hunching
over archives, but that itself produces archives. To question the
relationship between power and knowledge while engaging in a
knowledge-producing activity can only result in questioning one’s
own compromise with power; here, it can only result in questioning
the way in which historians participate in the hermeneutical right of
the archive of History, how much the historian might resemble an
81
inquisitor.
To find oneself in this space of tensions, to understand how one’s
self also depends on and participates in a form of secrecy that
grounds a discipline’s claim to truth, that grounds the architecture of
its knowledge, asks for a concern not “with a secret matter or object
to be discovered, but with the form of the secret, which remains im82
penetrable,” for a concern with the Secret. For history to continue
the logic it accuses, it needs only to neglect the sympathies they share.
Undoing secrets is to learn how to share them and their nonexistence. There is no point in opening the old chest as an act of
liberation, or to get hold of the three keys to the doors of the Secret.
The secret is always elsewhere.
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once again, its lack of solidity, its emptiness.
80 This is the essential problem with micro-history. Historiographically speaking, the emergence of micro-history was the reinvention of
realist history when the suspicion toward meta-narratives no longer
supported longue durée analysis; and it was also what allowed projects
resembling the former to come back in the past couple of decades. Ginzburg’s criticism of Foucault’s ‘archeology of silence’ as itself silencing
its subjects is the privileged example of completely missing this point.
The reason why silence must be reversed engineered critically, instead of
having the repressed voices ‘recovered,’ is precisely that this recovery is
doomed to repeat and extend the forms of power it perceives to oppose.
Ours is necessarily the voice of the modern inquisitor in so much that
we must translate voices that have themselves disappeared in time,
and not simply because of their repressors. This disappearance should
be taken not as negative loss, but itself as a form of recalcitrance. To
claim to speak in the name of renaissance witches and millers requires
a good dose of arrogance. See ‘Preface to the Italian Edition’ in Carlo
Ginzburg, The Cheese and the Worms, transl. by John Tedeschi and Anne
C. Tedeschi (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2013).
81 I develop inquisitor-historian relation further in Of This Nothing is
Known: Archives, Witches, and the Limits of History. Archival studies have
somewhat allowed an approach to archival history through tangential
or oblique movements. Already forty years ago, Arlette Farge hoped
for it: “ There is surely a way, through nothing more than the choice
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of words, to produce tremors, to break through the obvious, and to
outflank the ordinary smooth course of scientific knowledge. There is
surely a way to go beyond the drab restitution of an event or a historical
subject, and mark the places where meaning was undone, producing
gaps where certainty had once reigned.” And perhaps because, as
Antoinette Burton put it, “the history of the archive is a history of loss,”
it has been from Black archival studies (rather than from the study of
Black archives) that the most promising recent archival approaches have
come. In Lose Your Mother, Saidiya Hartman does incredible work in
reimagining the histories of the Middle Passage by using what she later
calls critical fabulation: a bet on “furtive communication” in order “to
exceed or negotiate the constitutive limits of the archive [---] I intended
both to tell an impossible story and to amplify the impossibility of its
telling [---] to describe obliquely the forms of violence licensed in the
present.” In her recent Wayward Lives, Beautiful Experiments, she takes
this approach a step further in a historioclastic exercise focused not on
recovering lost voices or truths, but on imagining, fabulating, speculating
ones different from those that a proper History, and a proper archive,
would hand us without friction. This gesture is similar to Nyong’o’s
refusal of either archival optimism of pessimism, and his preference for
Afro-Fabulations. In what seems to me to be the most promising line of
thought to follow, Stephen Best, in his brilliant last book, None Like Us,
gestures toward the problem of crystallizing this impossibility, or this
archival lack, as an ontological reality (and, in the case of Black history
and archives, the nature of Blackness). I’ll leave as my own personal
confession how much i regret only having encountered these works as i
finished this essay. Arlette Farge, The Allure of the Archives, transl. Thomas
Scott-Railton, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2015), 123; Saidiya
Hartman, Lose Your Mother: A Journey Along the Atlantic Slave Route (New
York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 2008). For critical fabulation, see her
“Venus in Two Acts.” Small Axe 12, no. 2 (July 17, 2008), 1–14. For the
development of her method, see her brilliant and most recent work,
Wayward Lives, Beautiful Experiments: Intimate Histories of Social Upheaval
(New York; W.W. Norton & Company, 2019). See also ‘Introduction’
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and ‘Rumour in the Archive’ in Stephen Best, None Like Us: Blackness,
Belonging, Aesthetic Life (Durham; Duke University Press Books, 2018);
Tavia Nyong’o, Afro-Fabulations: The Queer Drama of Black Life (New
York: NYU Press, 2018).
82 Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism
and Schizophrenia, trans. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1987), 193.
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Figure 1 (p. 205). Banner with the Coat of arms for the Tribunal of
the Holy Office of the Spanish Inquisition. Engraving by B. Picart,
1722. Wellcome Collection, https://wellcomecollection.org/works/
w95r7hyb, Public Domain.

v

Figure 4 (p. 216).

Figure 2 & 3 (p. 208).
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